My process and some tips.
Loose Start
Start loose and then as the painting progresses, tighten values, hue, temperature
and edges to a more refined look. The degree of refine-ness depends on the
artist.
Beginning painters are deliberate and it shows up as flaccid and lacking
confidence. When an artist starts his painting with perfect shapes, the viewer’s
eyes would demand seeing that on the painting and any digression from a well
placed line or shape would scream to the viewer that something is amiss. The
best remedy is to have quick and confidently placed brush strokes and without
much fuss, (no matter how odd looking the stroke is) and all is forgiven. Then
you can slowly squeeze in to a refined look, in terms of values, edges and color.
Off course the Loose Start will not help much if the color values, temperature and
edges are suffering (Note I did not add hue to this group). I will elaborate more
on them in the future and how to incorporate them successfully in your work.
Be brave, scrape away things that are not working and redo them.

Everything is Peachy, when you are having fun… J
1st Stage
Determine your initial colors and values first, remember you are converging to
the desired shape, placement and value, so be very loose. It is OK if you don’t
hit the mark. You will keep revisiting and adjusting.
I use Gamsol (odorless and safer, paint thinner) initially with my paint and am
very loose, it is slap-dash and pushing and pulling the paint with a bristle brush. I
do not care if my colors and values are off, the idea is to put down the paint, and
get the placement of the objects correct. Keep cutting in with paint and adding
more paint where necessary with thinned paint. When done, take a break and
come back with fresh eyes.

2nd Stage
I am adding color and am very loose, If I don't like anything I wipe that area and
put new paint. I am putting paint where necessary, put a decisive and confident
stroke.

3rd Stage
I switch to a softer brush and I keep tightening by converging the relative value
and color. I tightened the edges quite a bit, while adjusting my value and color. I
felt that the dull background was not working so I wiped it down and pushed the
intensity.
I used soft brush for softening some edges where necessary.

Most important rule of painting: Have Fun!

